SUPPLIES

Holiday Nifty Gifty Kit
Red 6x8 Album
6x8 Mixed Pocket Protectors
Adhesive
Pearls & Brads Goodie Box (optional)
Foam Squares (optional)
Mini Glue Dots (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Print or handwrite recipes on 4x6 cardstock (or smaller for those you want borders).
2. Cut matchbook card base to fit pockets. Adhere recipe card and embellish with die cuts or stickers.
3. Cut rounded rectangle card on score line. Embellish with die cuts, stickers, and twine. Write memories or notes.
4. Create matchbook card base (trim straight edge so folded piece fits in pocket). Fold and glue pocket; insert seasonal card (to create paper ribbon, trim to half length, fold so color is on top, and staple to card). Adhere photos inside or write memories. Tie closed with Baker’s Twine.
5. Create bow; cut bow ends and adjust. Adhere to half of rounded rectangle card.
6. Fold and adhere multi-pocket card. Adhere photos or write memories on inside; attach sticker for closure (only remove a portion of the sticker backing so it adheres to the flap but not the card).

Make this recipe book your own by combining brads, twine, pockets, seasonal cards, and more. For handwritten recipes that you want to remove at a later time, use photo corners to attach to base. For pocket pages that have four rectangles, divide the ingredients from the instructions to use two or three pockets.
Include photos of times when you made the recipe, served it, or the finished recipe. Adding photos personalizes the recipe book and makes it a memory and not just recipes.

The following images show examples for pages.